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This paper present GC3Pie [7], a python library to ease the development of scalable and robust
High Throughput data analysis tools. Most of the current distributed computing middlewares as
well as most of the in-house grown scripts fall short in reaching the scaling and reliability factors
required by the ever growing demand of large data analysis. GC3Pie provides mechanisms to
automitise the execution and the monitoring of large collection of applications while, at the same
time, provides simple data structures and interfaces to steer the behaviour of the underlying system
in an application-centric perspective. The goal of GC3Pie is to embody the common execution and
monitorig processing part of large data analysys while moving most decision making logic to the
application level; like, for example, the reaction of certain types of failures, the validation of the
application execution or the brokering of the computing resources driven by application fidelity
metrics. This allows to write application specific tools that take full control of the underlying
computing and data infrastructure, as opposite of current middleware stacks that are trying to
embody the full control of the execution logic thus reducing the flexibility of the entire system as
they prevent applications to define their own expected behaviour of the system.
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1. Introduction

2. What is GC3Pie
GC3Pie is a library of Python classes for running large job campaigns (high throughput) on
diverse batch-oriented execution environments, including ARC-based computational grids [2]. It
also provides facilities for implementing command-line driver scripts, in the form of Python object
classes whose behavior can be customized by overriding specified object methods. GC3Pie comes
with backends that allow to easily integrate SGE and LSF controlled batch clusters and with an
ARC backends that makes fully use of the powerfull ARC client libraries to access ARC-based
systems as well as gLite [6] CREAM-CE-based systems.
The GC3Pie is comprised of two main components:
GC3Libs
A python package for controlling the life-cycle of a Grid or batch computational job collections. GC3Libs provides services for submitting computational jobs to Grids and batch systems
and controlling their execution, persisting job information, and retrieving the final output.
At the heart of the GC3Pie model is a generic Application object, that provides a high-level
description of a computational job: list of input/output files, what command to run, resource requirements and limits, etc. GC3Pie translates this information into the job description format
needed by the actual execution back-end selected, e.g., xRSL for ARC-based Grids, or a submis2
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Modern science is progressively more involved in the use of scientific computing involving
mathematical models with a hierarchy of complexity. Together with expanding capabilities in
hardware, this results in exponential increase in computed data, which comes with a need for an
array of quantitative analysis tools, all brought together in a seamless fashion to solve scientific
problems. As a major consequence of this growth in digital computing the needs for support of
data and compute infrastructure to carry out scientific investigations is growing.
GC3Pie addresses the challenges of distributed programming by providing an abstraction that
isolates the developer from system-level details. The programming model specifies simple data
structures and interfaces to steer the behavior of the underlying system in an application-centric
perspective. GC3Pie maintains a separation of what applications are to be executed and how those
executions are actually carried out on the underlying infrastructure. The first is under the control
of the developer, while the second is exclusively the responsibility of the execution framework.
At the same time, GC3Pie remains agnostic on the execution control while moving relevant
decision making logic to the application level; like, for example, the reaction of certain types of
failures, the validation of the application execution or the brokering of the computing resources.
This allows to write application specific tools that take full control of the underlying computing and
data infrastructure, as opposite of current middleware stacks that are trying to embody the control
of the execution logic thus reducing the flexibility at application level that are prevented to define
their own expected behavior of the system.
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sion script for direct execution on a batch-queuing system. Application objects can be adapted to
provide behavior customized to a specific use case.
GC3Apps

The GC3Apps scripts are driver scripts that run job campaigns using the supported applications
on a large set of input data. They can be used in production as-is, or adapted to suit your data
processing needs.
2.1 High Throughput with GC3Pie
The programming model of GC3Pie relays on the following concepts:
• gc3libs.Application: it is the basic execution unit; this data structure contains the description
as well as the application-specific decision logic; it has been conceived to encapsulate all
the application-specific aspects of the execution. Generic Application class patterned
after ARC’s xRSL [1] model. At a minimum: provide application-specific command-line
invocation. Through subclassing it is possible to customize pre- and post-processing, react on
state transitions, set computational requirements based on input files, influence scheduling.
• gc3libs.core.Engine: it implements core operations on applications, with non-blockingsemantics;
it is a logical container of Applications to be executed. Engine behaves around a progress()
method that advance jobs through their lifecycle; use state-transition methods to take applicationspecific actions (e.g. pre- post-processing, application-level failure detection and reaction,
resubmission)
• gc3libs.Persistency: any robust and fault-tolerant high throughput tool need to provide a
mechanism to persist statefull information during the execution life-cycle. This allows to recover the execution from any sort of interruption. GC3Pie provides a hierarchy of persistency
objects that can be used to store application execution information (e.g. FilesystemStore,
DBStore)
• gc3libs.Task Composition: a Task is a container for an Application object. Tasks could be
group together forming a Collection of Tasks. The execution logic for a Collection of task is
used to define workflows.
A prototypical driver script for analyzing large data-sets should
1. identify the input files (this is normally left outside the control of GC3Pie as it could be
specific of each usecase)
3
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Driver scripts to run large job campaigns. There is a need in some scientific communities,
to run large job campaigns to analyze a vast number of data files with the same application. The
single-job level of control as provided by most of the current middleware’s interfaces, in this case
is not enough: you would have to implement "glue scripts" to control hundreds or thousand scripts
at once. GC3Pie has provision for this, in the form of re-usable Python classes that implement a
single point of control for job families.
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2. Create a gc3libs.core.Engine instance and load saved jobs into it
3. Create new instance(s) of the gc3libs.Application class for each valid input sequence
4. attach the application collection to the engine.
5. Let engine manage and control the executions until all are done
6. Verify the results as part of the application post-processing step

GC3Libs can run applications in parallel, or sequentially, or any combination of the two, and
do arbitrary processing of data in the middle.
The unit of job composition is called a Task in GC3Libs. An Application is the primary
instance of a Task. However, a single task can be composed of many applications. A task is a
composite object: tasks can be composed of other tasks. Workflows are built by composing tasks
in different ways. A workflow is a Task, too.
GC3Pie provides composition operators, that allow treating a collection of tasks as a single
whole [3]: compositions operators can be arbitrarily nested, allowing the creation of complex
workflows, including workflows with cycles in them, and dynamic workflows whose structure is
created at runtime by the script itself. Two basic composition operators are provided, upon which
others can be created (by subclassing).
The ParallelTaskCollection operator takes a list of tasks and creates a task that executes them
all independently and, compatibly with the allowed degree of job parallelism, concurrently.
The SequentialTaskCollection operator takes a list of tasks and creates a task that executes
them in the sequence; a decision method is invoked in between each step, which can terminate
execution early (e.g., in case of errors), but also alter the list of planned tasks.

3. GC3Pie in action: gcrypto
gcrypto is a utility for supporting the large scale execution of cryptographic applications
like the factorization of the 768-bit number RSA-768 by the number field sieve factoring method
[4]. Like a for-loop, the gcrypto driver script takes as input three mandatory arguments:
• RANGE_START: initial value of the range (e.g., 800000000)
• RANGE_END final value of the range (e.g., 1200000000)
• SLICE extent of the range that will be examined by a single job (e.g., 1000)
For example::
$ gcrypto 800000000 1200000000 1000
will produce 400000 jobs; the first job will perform calculations on the range 800000000 to
800000000+1000, the 2nd one will do the range 800001000 to 800002000, and so on.
Jobs progress is monitored and, when a job is done, output is retrieved back.
4
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2.2 Tasks composition: Workflows
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def __init__(self, jobname, min_value, max_value, step, chunk_size,
grid=None)
Only chunk_size jobs are generated at a time, to distribute the burden of job creation along the
whole run. Gcrypto has been used in production on the NGI-CH national infrastructure SMSCG
[5] with an initial range 800M - 1200M with step 1000; that produced 1.6M cpu_hours. SMSCG
is mostly based on the ARC middleware.

4. Related Works
Ganga [8] is an easy-to-use frontend for job definition and management, implemented in
Python. It has been mainly developed to meet the needs of the ATLAS and LHCb for a Grid user
interface. Ganga supports large scale job handling through various plugins deriving from template
ones like the ”splitting” and the ”merging”. This approach has been demonstrated to be effective
for parameter-sweep like type of computations. While Ganga provides data structure to define large
collection of Job management similar to those defined by GC3Pie, it does not provide mechanisms
to let applications to influence the job management lifecycle (e.g. take application-specific actions
upon job state transition). While GC3Pie comes with fully fledged support for Task and Collection
compositions, Ganga only provides composition primitives in the form of splitting and merging.

5. Conclusions
GC3Pie is used to implement end-to-end solutions for a large variety of scientific usecases.
GC3Pie is centered around the controlled execution of a collection of applications. It automatically
handles the execution process by optimizing the submission to the underlying computing infrastructure, by monitoring the progress of the entire collection, by handling individual failures through
resubmission or termination, and by retrieving and organizing the results.
GC3Pie is a tool to write complex application clients by moving the control and decision logic
from the middleware stack to the application level. it will grow in providing at application level
as much information and related directives as possible to represent the status of the underlying
system. In such a way, the application client developers will have a more structured framework to
write complex execution logic (e.g. application-driven resource brokering, reliability metric, etc.)
5
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The gcrypto command keeps a record of jobs (submitted, executed and pending) in a session
file (set name with the ’-s’ option); at each invocation of the command, the status of all recorded
jobs is updated, output from finished jobs is collected, and a summary table of all known jobs is
printed.
Due to the very large number of embarrassingly parallel jobs that could be created with this
usecase, gcrypto uses a ChunkedParameterSweep collection to group all executions. This particular data structure is like ParallelTaskCollection as it allows to define a parallel execution of
the defined tasks, but generate a sequence of jobs with a parameter varying from ‘min_value‘ to
‘max_value‘ in steps of ‘step‘; the constructor for this class reads:
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